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For long-time residents of Washington, DC s Shaw/U Street, the neighborhood has become
almost unrecognizable in recent years. Where the city s most infamous open-air drug
market once stood, a farmers market now sells grass-fed beef and homemade duck egg
ravioli. On the corner where AM.PM carryout used to dish out soul food, a new establishment
markets its $28 foie gras burger. Shaw is experiencing a dramatic transformation, from
ghetto to gilded ghetto, where white newcomers are rehabbing homes, developing
dog parks, and paving the way for a third wave coffee shop on nearly every block. Race,
Class, and Politics in the Cappuccino City is an in-depth ethnography of this gilded ghetto.
Derek S. Hyra captures here a quickly gentrifying space in which long-time black residents
are joined, and variously displaced, by an influx of young, white, relatively wealthy, and/or
gay professionals who, in part as a result of global economic forces and the recent
development of central business districts, have returned to the cities earlier generations fled
decades ago. As a result, America is witnessing the emergence of what Hyra calls
cappuccino cities. A cappuccino has essentially the same ingredients as a cup of coffee
with milk, but is considered upscale, and is double the price. In Hyra s cappuccino city, the
black inner-city neighborhood undergoes enormous transformations and becomes racially
lighter and more expensive by the year.
Tracing subculture back to its foundations in the works of Tonnies and Durkheim and, to a
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lesser extent, Marx and Weber, this work provides an analysis of subculture in American
urban sociology and criminology, through the traditions of the Chicago School and
structural functionalism.
Presents the lives of poor African-American men who make their subsistence wages by
selling used goods on the streets of Greenwich Village in New York; and discusses how they
interact with passing pedestrians, police officers, and each other.
An Autobiography
Interrogating Ethnography
Reframing Organizational Culture
Street Corner Society. The Social Structure of an Indian Slum
The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces
Group and Class in the Life of Italian-Americans
Showcasing the ideas, analysis, and perspectives of experts in the method conducting
research on a wide array of social phenomena in a variety of city contexts, this volume
provides a look at the legacies of urban ethnography's methodological traditions and
some of the challenges its practitioners face today.
Context and situation always matter in both human and animal lives. Unique insights
can be gleaned from conducting scientific studies from within human communities and
animal habitats. Inside Science is a novel treatment of this distinctive mode of
fieldwork. Robert E. Kohler illuminates these resident practices through close analyses
of classic studies: of Trobriand Islanders, Chicago hobos, corner boys in Boston's
North End, Jane Goodall's chimpanzees of the Gombe Stream Reserve, and more.
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Intensive firsthand observation; a preference for generalizing from observed
particulars, rather than from universal principles; and an ultimate framing of their
results in narrative form characterize these inside stories from the field. Resident
observing takes place across a range of sciences, from anthropology and sociology to
primatology, wildlife ecology, and beyond. What makes it special, Kohler argues, is the
direct access it affords scientists to the contexts in which their subjects live and act.
These scientists understand their subjects not by keeping their distance but by living
among them and engaging with them in ways large and small. This approach also
demonstrates how science and everyday life--often assumed to be different and
separate ways of knowing--are in fact overlapping aspects of the human experience.
This story-driven exploration is perfect for historians, sociologists, and philosophers
who want to know how scientists go about making robust knowledge of nature and
society.
Why are elite jewelers reluctant to sell turquoise, despite strong demand? Why did
leading investment bankers shun junk bonds for years, despite potential profits?
Status Signals is the first major sociological examination of how concerns about status
affect market competition. Starting from the basic premise that status pervades the ties
producers form in the marketplace, Joel Podolny shows how anxieties about status
influence whom a producer does (or does not) accept as a partner, the price a
producer can charge, the ease with which a producer enters a market, how the
producer's inventions are received, and, ultimately, the market segments the producer
can (and should) enter. To achieve desired status, firms must offer more than strong
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past performance and product quality--they must also send out and manage social and
cultural signals. Through detailed analyses of market competition across a broad array
of industries--including investment banking, wine, semiconductors, shipping, and
venture capital--Podolny demonstrates the pervasive impact of status. Along the way,
he shows how corporate strategists, tempted by the profits of a market that would
negatively affect their status, consider not only whether to enter the market but also
whether they can alter the public's perception of the market. Podolny also examines
the different ways in which a firm can have status. Wal-Mart, for example, has low
status among the rich as a place to shop, but high status among the rich as a place to
invest. Status Signals provides a systematic understanding of market dynamics that
have--until now--not been fully appreciated.
Street Corner Society is one of a handful of works that can justifiably be called classics
of sociological research. William Foote Whyte's account of the Italian American slum
he called "Cornerville"--Boston's North End--has been the model for urban
ethnography for fifty years. By mapping the intricate social worlds of street gangs and
"corner boys," Whyte was among the first to demonstrate that a poor community need
not be socially disorganized. His writing set a standard for vivid portrayals of real
people in real situations. And his frank discussion of his methodology--participant
observation--has served as an essential casebook in field research for generations of
students and scholars. This fiftieth anniversary edition includes a new preface and
revisions to the methodological appendix. In a new section on the book's legacy,
Whyte responds to recent challenges to the validity, interpretation, and uses of his
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data. "The Whyte Impact on the Underdog," the moving statement by a gang leader
who became the author's first research assistant, is preserved. "Street Corner Society
broke new ground and set a standard for field research in American cities that remains
a source of intellectual challenge."--Robert Washington, Reviews in Anthropology
Intersubjectivity and the Study of Human Lived Experience
Fixing Broken Windows
The Envy of the World
Inside Science
Symbolic Interaction and Ethnographic Research
Realistic Accounts Of Fieldwork
With an eloquence and compassion reminiscent of James Baldwin's Letter to My
Nephew, Ellis Cose presents a frank and realistic examination of the daunting
challenges facing black men in twenty-first-century America and offers a way out
of the cycle of defeatism and despair that wreaks havoc on America's black
communities. Black men have never had more opportunity for success than they
do today. Yet, as Ellis Cose bluntly puts it, "We are watching the largest group of
black males in history stumbling through life with a ball and chain wrapped
around their legs. If brought together in one incorporated region, the population
of black males behind bars would instantly become the twelfth largest urban area
in America." Add to that the ravages of AIDS, murder, poverty, and illiteracy, the
raging anger between many black men and women, and the widening gap
separating the black elite from the so-called underclass, and you have a
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prescription for a paralyzing pessimism. But even as he acknowledges the
systemic obstacles that confront black men of all social strata, Ellis Cose refuses
to accept them as reasons for giving up or giving in. In powerful and stirring
prose, Cose rails against the historical worldview that has categorized academic
achievement as a source of shame instead of pride in many black communities; he
also outlines steps black males can take to enhance their odds for success. With
insightful anecdotes about a broad range of black men -- from Franklin Raines,
the first black man to run a Fortune 500 company, to unlettered ex-prisoners -Cose documents the amazing journey the black race has made, and contemplates
the challenges ahead. Both a warning of the vast social tragedy that is wasted
black potential and a vital call to arms that can enable black men to reclaim their
destiny, The Envy of the World is an honest and important book for anyone
concerned about the future of America.
A New York Times Bestseller "A rich portrait of the urban poor, drawn not from
statistics but from vivid tales of their lives and his, and how they intertwined."
—The Economist "A sensitive, sympathetic, unpatronizing portrayal of lives that
are ususally ignored or lumped into ill-defined stereotype." —Finanical Times
Foreword by Stephen J. Dubner, coauthor of Freakonomics When first-year
graduate student Sudhir Venkatesh walked into an abandoned building in one of
Chicago’s most notorious housing projects, he hoped to find a few people willing
to take a multiple-choice survey on urban poverty--and impress his professors
with his boldness. He never imagined that as a result of this assignment he would
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befriend a gang leader named JT and spend the better part of a decade embedded
inside the projects under JT’s protection. From a privileged position of
unprecedented access, Venkatesh observed JT and the rest of his gang as they
operated their crack-selling business, made peace with their neighbors, evaded
the law, and rose up or fell within the ranks of the gang’s complex hierarchical
structure. Examining the morally ambiguous, highly intricate, and often corrupt
struggle to survive in an urban war zone, Gang Leader for a Day also tells the
story of the complicated friendship that develops between Venkatesh and JT--two
young and ambitious men a universe apart. Sudhir Venkatesh’s latest book
Floating City: A Rogue Sociologist Lost and Found in New York’s Underground
Economy—a memoir of sociological investigation revealing the true face of
America’s most diverse city—is also published by Penguin Press.
Learning how to carry out research projects using participant observation and indepth interviews has become a priority for scholars in a wide range of fields,
including anthropology, sociology, education, social work, nursing, and
psychology. This book, a collection of well-known fieldwork accounts covering the
qualitative research process, aims to help undergraduate students, graduate
students, and scholars in the social sciences understand common problems in the
research process and learn strategies for resolving them.Unlike methods books
that treat research issues in a superficial or prescriptive fashion, this book
realistically portrays, through researchers own accounts, the process of discovery
and resolution of conflicts involved in fieldwork. It also shows the costs involved
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in the choice of solutions. Students and seasoned scholars alike will find the
collection a source of knowledge, inspiration, and comfort concerning the
complexity of conducting fieldwork. }Learning how to carry out research projects
using participant observation and in-depth interviews has become a priority for
scholars in a wide range of fields, including anthropology, sociology, education,
social work, nursing, and psychology. This book, a collection of well-known
fieldwork accounts covering the qualitative research process, aims to help
undergraduate students, graduate students, and scholars in the social sciences
understand common problems in the research process and learn strategies for
resolving them.Unlike methods books that treat research issues in a superficial or
prescriptive fashion, this book realistically portrays, through researchers own
accounts, the process of discovery and resolution of conflicts involved in
fieldwork. It also shows the costs involved in the choice of solutions. Students and
seasoned scholars alike will find the collection a source of knowledge, inspiration,
and comfort concerning the complexity of conducting fieldwork. }
Since its founding in 1956 in Spain's Basque region, the Mondragón Corporation
has been a touchstone for the international cooperative movement. Its nearly
three hundred companies and organizations span areas from finance to education.
In its industrial sector Mondragón has had a rich experience over many years in
manufacturing products as varied as furniture, kitchen equipment, machine tools,
and electronic components and in printing, shipbuilding, and metal smelting.
Making Mondragón is a groundbreaking look at the history of worker ownership
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in the Spanish cooperative. First published in 1988, it remains the best source for
those looking to glean a rich body of ideas for potential adaptation and
implementation elsewhere from Mondragón's long and varied experience. This
second edition, published in 1991, takes into account the major structural and
strategic changes that were being implemented in 1990 to allow the enterprise to
compete successfully in the European common market. Mondragón has created
social inventions and developed social structures and social processes that have
enabled it to overcome some of the major obstacles faced by other worker
cooperatives in the past. William Foote Whyte and Kathleen King Whyte describe
the creation and evolution of the Mondragón cooperatives, how they have
changed through decades of experience, and how they have struggled to maintain
a balance between their social commitments and economic realities. The lessons
of Mondragón apply most clearly to worker cooperatives and other employeeowned firms, but also extend to regional development and stimulating and
supporting entrepreneurship, whatever the form of ownership.
Journeys Through Ethnography
Street Corner Society
Race, Class, and Politics in the Cappuccino City
Street Corner Society ...
Beyond the Mafia
Crime and Social Organization
While it documents a remarkable career, Participant Observer is also a personal chronicle in which
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William Foote Whyte reflects on his childhood, his education, his courageous struggles with polio and
with the crises of family and academic life. Beginning with the study of gangs in Boston's North End
recorded in Street Corner Society, Whyte listened to what working people had to say, becoming a
powerful voice for worker participation and workplace democracy. His career is a model for the social
sciences, and his story should be read by any serious student of them.
Street Corner Secrets challenges widespread notions of sex work in India by examining solicitation in
three spaces within the city of Mumbai that are seldom placed within the same analytic frame—brothels,
streets, and public day-wage labor markets (nakas), where sexual commerce may be solicited discretely
alongside other income-generating activities. Focusing on women who migrated to Mumbai from rural,
economically underdeveloped areas within India, Svati P. Shah argues that selling sexual services is one
of a number of ways women working as laborers may earn a living, demonstrating that sex work, like
day labor, is a part of India's vast informal economy. Here, various means of earning—legitimized or
stigmatized, legal or illegal—overlap or exist in close proximity to one another, shaping a narrow field of
livelihood options that women navigate daily. In the course of this rich ethnography, Shah discusses
policing practices, migrants' access to housing and water, the idea of public space, critiques of states
and citizenship, and the discursive location of violence within debates on sexual commerce. Throughout,
the book analyzes the epistemology of prostitution, and the silences and secrets that constitute the
discourse of sexual commerce on Mumbai's streets.
In this comprehensive review of urban ethnography, Steven Lubet encountered a field that relies heavily
on anonymous sources, often as reported by a single investigator whose underlying data remain unseen.
Upon digging into the details, he discovered too many ethnographic assertions that weredubious,
exaggerated, tendentious, or just plain wrong. Employing the tools and techniques of a trial lawyer,
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Lubet uses original sources and contemporaneous documentation to explore the stories behind
ethnographic narratives. Many turn out to be accurate, but others are revealed to be based onrumors,
folklore, and unreliable hearsay. Interrogating Ethnography explains how qualitative social science
would benefit from greater attention to the quality of evidence, and provides recommendations for
bringing the field more closely in line with other fact-based disciplines such as law and journalism.
In the 1960's a 26-year-old schoolmaster at a Scottish reformatory (List D) School, under the alias of
James Patrick, went undercover with the help of one of his pupils to study the often violent behaviour of
the teenagers in a gang in Glasgow. He managed to conceal his identity and motives and during the
course of a four-month assignation in 1966 he observed closely the gang members and concluded that
the boys were 'afraid of fighting other gangs but more afraid of not fighting them.' Ultimately it was 'the
struggle between identification with the boys and abhorrence of their violence that forced me to
quit.'This book became the first published observation of a Glasgow gang and as such has stood the test
of time as a number of factors that Patrick identified as contributing to the growth of gang culture still
remain in existence today, most crucially poverty, grim housing conditions and unemployment. This is a
portrait of gang culture before the drug barons moved in and created another level of violence and as
such it deserves its cult status.Now fully indexed with a new Preface from the author whose whereabouts
remain known only to the publishers.The republication of the book follows Peter Mullan's highly rated
film 'Neds' which portrays a Glasgow gang in the 1970s.
Narrating the Organization
The Fragmentation of the Social
A Rogue Sociologist Takes to the Streets
Stories from the Field in Human and Animal Science
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Why Evidence Matters
Street Corner Society. The Social Structure of an Italian Slum ... Enlarged Edition

This best-selling book, designed for researchers embarking on their
first ethnographic project, has been substantially revised and updated,
with lots of exercises and advice to guide the embodied and creative
'practice' of ethnography. New additions include cyber-ethnography,
sensual, visual and mobile ethnographies, and 'field walking'.
Cites successful examples of community-based policing
Using a narrative approach unique to organizational studies,
Czarniawska employs literary devices to uncover the hidden workings
of organizations. She shows how the interpretive description of
organizational worlds works as a distinct genre of social analysis, and
her investigations ultimately disclose the paradoxical nature of
organizational life: we follow routine in order to change, and
decentralize in order to control. By confronting such paradoxes, we
bring crisis to existing institutions and enable them to change.
This tenth volume in the Advances in Criminological Theory series is
dedicated to the work of Albert J. Reiss, Jr. It focuses on the
relationship between crime and social organization that is so central
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to his work. This focus rejects a view of crime solely as the action of
atomistic individuals and sees the criminal justice system as
inseparable from its social, political and organizational context. This
perspective has had a resurgence in recent years, and this volume
brings together some of the most important scholars who have
contributed to these developments. Articles examine the social
organization of crime itself, the context of crime, and the response to
crime. The concept of co-offending, originally developed by Reiss, is
explored both as a way of improving understanding of juvenile
offending and as a framework for understanding patterns of criminal
organization across crime types and the relationship of criminal to
licit organization. Other articles recast social disorganization theory in
light of recent theoretical and empirical developments. They argue for
a version of control theory that incorporates internal, contextual, and
state-focused dimensions. Organizational actors, both as offenders
and as governmental agencies responding to crime, are explored.
Building from Reiss's groundbreaking work on policing, a group of
articles on policing examine organizational change through
reorganization, the adoption of strategies such as community policing
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and the increased use of empirical evidence, complicated by routines,
organizational culture and political constraints. Taken together, these
works develop new connections between dimensions of social
organization and renew the social organization perspective on crime
and criminal justice. Contributors include: Diane Vaughan, Joan
McCord, Kevin P. Conway, Elin Waring, Felton Earls, Beat Mohler,
Peter Manning, Stephen Mastrofski, Lawrence Sherman, David
Weisburd, Robert Sampson, David F. Greenberg, Margaret Kelley,
Robin Tamarelli and Jeremy Travis.
Off the Books
Unequal Childhoods
Status Signals
Legacies and Challenges
Sidewalk
Ethnography and the City
"An accessible and entertaining read, useful to anybody interested in the ethnographic method." Paul Miller, University of Cumbria "A very good introduction to ethnographic research, particularly
useful for first time researchers." - Heather Macdonald, Chester University "The perfect introductory
guide for students embarking on qualitative research for the first time... This should be of aid to the
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ethnographic novice in their navigating what is a theoretically complex and changing
methodological field." - Patrick Turner, London Metropolitan University An accessible,
authoritative, non-nonsense guide to the key concepts in one of the most widely used
methodologies in social science: Ethnography, this book: Explores and summarises the basic and
related issues in ethnography that are covered nowhere else in a single text. Examines key topics like
sampling, generalising, participant observation and rapport, as well as embracing new fields such as
virtual, visual and multi-sighted ethnography and issues such as reflexivity, writing and ethics.
Presents each concept comprehensively yet critically, alongside relevant examples. This is not quite
an encyclopaedia but far more than a dictionary. It is comprehensive yet brief. It is small and neat,
easy to hold and flick through. It is what students and researchers have been waiting for.
Examines a series of theoretical and methodological issues faced by social scientists in interpretive
and ethnographic studies of human group life.
The Social Life Of Small Urban Spaces.
With this follow-up to Organizational Culture (Sage 1985), the editors continue their study of the
interaction between investigation and the subject of inquiry. The editors have included a variety of
frames as tools that allow readers to examine any empirical piece on organizational culture on its
own merits - as good research - while at the same time, permit viewing it from other perspectives as
well. Combined with a unique emphasis on process, this volume also includes reflections from the
editors, pointing out their values, biases, beliefs, perceptions and experiences in research, and
lending a human dimension to the research process.
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Dramas of Institutional Identity
Sex, Work, and Migration in the City of Mumbai
The Growth and Dynamics of the Worker Cooperative Complex
What is Qualitative Interviewing?
Street Corner Society; The Social Structure of an Italian Slum. Enl
Corner Boys
This book provides a comprehensive sociological explanation for the emergence and
continuation of organized crime in Chicago. Tracing the roots of political corruption that
afforded protection to gambling, prostitution, and other vice activity in Chicago and other large
American cities, Robert M. Lombardo challenges the dominant belief that organized crime in
America descended directly from the Sicilian Mafia. According to this widespread "alien
conspiracy" theory, organized crime evolved in a linear fashion beginning with the Mafia in
Sicily, emerging in the form of the Black Hand in America's immigrant colonies, and
culminating in the development of the Cosa Nostra in America's urban centers. Looking
beyond this Mafia paradigm, this volume argues that the development of organized crime in
Chicago and other large American cities was rooted in the social structure of American society.
Specifically, Lombardo ties organized crime to the emergence of machine politics in America's
urban centers. From nineteenth-century vice syndicates to the modern-day Outfit, Chicago's
criminal underworld could not have existed without the blessing of those who controlled
municipal, county, and state government. These practices were not imported from Sicily,
Lombardo contends, but were bred in the socially disorganized slums of America where
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elected officials routinely franchised vice and crime in exchange for money and votes. This
book also traces the history of the African-American community's participation in traditional
organized crime in Chicago and offers new perspectives on the organizational structure of the
Chicago Outfit, the traditional organized crime group in Chicago.
Within a relatively short time, urban anthropology has emerged as one of the most vital fields
of anthropology. During its formative period, however, it has lacked intellectual coherence.
Exploring the Cityis a bold first attempt to provide just such a coherent and unified theoretical
understanding of urbanism. Hannerz draws upon the urban perspectives of other disciplines as
well, such as history, sociology, and geography, to bring intellectual unity to the history and
development of urban anthropology.
The remaining corner of an old farm, unclaimed by developers. The brook squeezed between
housing plans. Abandoned railroad lines. The stand of woods along an expanded highway.
These are the outposts of what was once a larger pattern of forests and farms, the "last
landscape." According to William H. Whyte, the place to work out the problems of our
metropolitan areas is within those areas, not outside them. The age of unchecked expansion
without consequence is over, but where there is waste and neglect there is opportunity. Our
cities and suburbs are not jammed; they just look that way. There are in fact plenty of ways to
use this existing space to the benefit of the community, and The Last Landscape provides a
practical and timeless framework for making informed decisions about its use. Called "the best
study available on the problems of open space" by the New York Times when it first appeared
in 1968, The Last Landscape introduced many cornerstone ideas for land conservation, urging
all of us to make better use of the land that has survived amid suburban sprawl. Whyte's
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pioneering work on easements led to the passage of major open space statutes in many
states, and his argument for using and linking green spaces, however small the areas may be,
is a recommendation that has more currency today than ever before.
Previously published articles grouped by the issues they raise in matters of procedure and
fieldwork, each group preceded by a chapter dealing with these issues.
The Social Structure of an Italian Slum
Key Concepts in Ethnography
Participant Observer
A Glasgow Gang Observed
Inquiries Toward an Urban Anthropology

This book is available as open access through the Bloomsbury
Open Access programme and is available on
www.bloomsburycollections.com. What is Qualitative
Interviewing? is an accessible and comprehensive 'what is'
and 'how to' methods book. It is distinctive in emphasising
the importance of good practice in understanding and
undertaking qualitative interviews within the framework of a
clear philosophical position. Rosalind Edwards and Janet
Holland provide clear and succinct explanations of a range
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of philosophies and theories of how to know about the social
world, and a thorough discussion of how to go about
researching it using interviews. A series of short chapters
explain and illustrate a range of interview types and
practices. Drawing on their own and colleagues' experiences
Holland and Edwards provide real research examples as
informative illustrations of qualitative interviewing in
practice, and the use of a range of creative interview
tools. They discuss the use of new technologies as well as
tackling enduring issues around asking and listening and
power dynamics in research. Written in a clear and
accessible style the book concludes with a useful annotated
bibliography of key texts and journals in the field. What is
Qualitative Interviewing? provides a vital resource for both
new and experienced social science researchers across a
range of disciplines.
In this revelatory book, Sudhir Venkatesh takes us into
Maquis Park, a poor black neighborhood on Chicago's
Southside, to explore the desperate and remarkable ways in
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which a community survives. The result is a dramatic
narrative of individuals at work, and a rich portrait of a
community. But while excavating the efforts of men and women
to generate a basic livelihood for themselves and their
families, Off the Books offers a devastating critique of the
entrenched poverty that we so often ignore in America, and
reveals how the underground economy is an inevitable
response to the ghetto's appalling isolation from the rest
of the country.
This book is a powerful portrayal of class inequalities in
the United States. It contains insightful analysis of the
processes through which inequality is reproduced, and it
frankly engages with methodological and analytic dilemmas
usually glossed over in academic texts.
Ethnographic Methods
Readings on Doing Urban Fieldwork
A Sociological Study of Market Competition
On Being a Black Man in America
Gang Leader for a Day
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Urban Ethnography
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